TERM 2 No. 8
Friday June 9th 2017
DIARY DATES
PUPIL FREE DAY
MONDAY 19TH JUNE
Middle Years Planetarium
Friday 9/6/17
Canteen Special
Chicken Special – Wednesday 14th
June
Governing
Council
Take Home
Reading
Monday 19/6/17
7pm in the Library

WORKING BEE
Sunday June 25th
Forensic Science Workshop
Years 4 – 7 Thursday 29th June
Woodhouse Camp
Rooms 17 & 18
Monday 11/9 – Wednesday 13/9
Middle Years Camp
Wednesday 15/11 – Friday 17/11

School Assemblies
Friday 9/6/17 Postponed
Friday16/6/17
Friday 30/6/17
Friday 11/7/17
Friday 1/8/17
Friday 22/9/17
Friday 3/11/17
Friday 24/11/17

School News
EMPATHY
In the classic novel “To Kill a Mockingbird,” protagonist Atticus Finch teaches his children
that, “You never really understand a person until you consider things from his point of view
… until you climb inside of his skin and walk around in it.”
As part of our Behaviour Education program at Woodville Primary School, the staff are now
looking at working on another key aspect of self-regulation and that is EMPATHY.
Empathy—the power to understand perspectives other than your own—is an essential skill
for all children to master. It is the foundation for building bridges between individuals, in
understanding complex emotions, gaining different perspectives, and a key to developing
collaborative relationships.
According to many studies it has been found that understanding and managing emotions
is “Key to building healthy relationships and achieving academic and career and life goals.”
As we learn to master our own emotions and understand the perspective of others, we are
more able to control, develop, connect and motivate ourselves more effectively.
Empathy leads to emotional intelligence. It promotes well-being which in turn leads to better
health and positive outcomes for individuals.
Socio-emotional development reduces depression, anxiety, anger and aggression. It can
improve children’s attitudes towards school and improve relationships between students
allowing them to focus on academic work.
How can you help at home? Try some of these strategies:
o Be an example
o Read stories (put yourself in that place)
o Talk to each other with a focus on things that went well (and when they don’t go
well – how could we make it better)
o Play
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PARKING
DUE TO BUILDING WORKS COMMENCING SOON, THERE WILL BE NO ACCESS TO THE SCHOOL FROM THE SCHOOL
CAR PARK AREA. ALSO THE CAR PARK OPPOSITE THE EARLY YEARS BUILDING WILL BE STRICTLY FOR STAFF USE
ONLY AS STAFF WILL HAVE NO OTHER PLACE TO PARK. WE WILL CONTINUE TO HAVE THE DISABLED CAR PARK
AVAILABLE AT ITS CURRENT LOCATION – BE SURE TO DISPLAY YOUR DISABLED PARKING PERMIT.

URGENT – CAN YOU HELP?
HOSTING AN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
The school has been contacted by the DECD department of International Education requesting our support in hosting
international study tour students from South Korea during next term. They are DESPERATE to find host families that
would be willing to have one student board with them. The students are in Year6/7 and would be here for a period of 3
weeks.
Home stay families that would be prepared to host a student would receive financial support. They are looking preferably
for families that have children of a similar age to the international student. The students are here to improve their English
so the host family would be encouraged to give the student opportunities to practice using the English language.
If you are interested or would be willing to host an international student please contact me, Maria, at Woodville Primary
School.

Indonesian
Hello everyone we created an Indonesian number game for the Early Years classes.
How the game works?
We gave a card with a number in Indonesian (1-8) to each student. The leader spins the wheel and when the
random Indonesian number is identified through the wheel, the student with the matching Indonesian number
would need to place their card in the middle. Then the process repeats. Eventually the last student who has the
remaining Indonesian number wins the game. We have the probability of 5 winners for each round.
On the whole students in room 2 & 3 enjoyed this game. Wow! bagus ! 
Bailey.A, Assie & Alexis

Our Indonesian resource

NEWS FROM ROOMS 17 AND 18
BLURB:
Room 17 & 18 have been investigating Volcanoes led by pre-service teacher, Ms Jenkinson. The
students have had opportunities to work collaboratively in groups to research and create a
presentation detailing their fact finding mission of a volcano of their choice. They would then
present their findings in a Powerpoint presentation, then construct a volcano and simulate an
eruption.

Learning intention:

Understanding the nature of forces and motion and represent their understanding and reflect on
their learning journey about volcanoes.

Student Feedback:
We have been learning about volcanoes and how they erupt. We also have been making volcanos with
clay, bottles and paint. Experiments are being done by adding ingredients to the bottle volcanos. The
science groups have been showing different volcano presentations. The volcanos we have seen are
Krakatoa, Mt Etna, Cotopaxi and Mauna Loa. Mt Etna is a ‘snow cap mountain’. – Hayley
I have had fun at school, expecially when I learnt new things like the volcanoes we did. It was really
fun! Here’s a fact on volcanoes: Lava from volcanos can reach temperatures of 1 093 degrees
Celsius. – Jacob
We made a volcano out of ‘Sculpt It’, which is a mixture of clay and paper mache. At first we added
too much water and it didn’t stick to the base, but then we changed the amount of water we used
and it stuck to the base perfectly. Aftyer, we let it set overnight. We looked at the structure and
whether or not it had snow at the top. Once we painted it accurately we went outside and found the
right materials to put at the bottom of our volcano. After our volcano was finished we had to
present it to the learning space alongside an information power-point which we researched. To make
it erupt we put white vinegar, bi-carb soda, dish washing liquid and food colouring.
– Krysten
In science this term we studied volcanoes. We looked at how they erupt and different shapes of
volcanoes. For example, the volcano my group studied was called a Stratovolcano, because of its
shape. The best parts about science was making the volcano and making the volcano erupt. Before we
got to make the volcano we had to draw a cross-section diagram, which we needed to include labels
and arrows to show where everything is. – Jasmyn

INNER WEST COMMUNITY PLAN
The Inner West Community Plan for families, children and young people has been developed by the Inner West initiative
committee and steering group with a large number of stakeholders. It represents the compilation of the ideas,
suggestions and observations of community members, service provider and educators. It was formed to identify joint
community actions to improve the health, well being and educational outcomes for children and young people in the
Inner West of Adelaide.
The purpose of the plan is to enable children and young people, 0-18 years old to thrive in the inner west. Thrive is
defined as children and young people reaching their full physical, intellectual, social, emotional and spiritual potential. It
is children and young people who are resilient and supported by systems and environments that nurture
interdependence.
As part of the Inner West Partnership, Woodville Primary school are participants of the working group that will focus on
a project, “Children and young people are engaged learners”.

On Friday 2 June the working group met here at Woodville Primary. Our school was represented by 4 of our senior
students, Emilio, Lucas, Riley and Alexis. The working group met to further explore why students were not engaged
learners and began to identify potential strategies that would support learners to re-engage with their learning. Our
students showed great strength and courage to participate actively in discussions with a number of stakeholders. They
are excited and highly motivated at the prospect of being involved in this plan to make a difference to children and
young people.
We will keep you informed of the journey and future plans that our students will be working collaboratively towards.

LOST PROPERTY
We have a large number of clothing items in our lost property storage. We will lay these out on tables
in the front office area. Please come along and check if any items belong to your child. Any items not
collected within the next 2 weeks will go to recycling.
Thank you.

COMMUNITY NEWS

